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Introduction	(1)
• European nations	were nations	of	eternal war
(Jefferson,	1823).
– Indeed,	from 1700 to	1825,	2	years out	of	3	experienced
conflict between major	european powers
(https://ourworldindata.org/war-and-peace/)

– Rivalry between Great-Britain and	France	was central	
(« 2nd Hundred Years War »	1688-1815)

• There	were many reasons for	this situation.	Yet…
– Especially after the	death of	Louis	XIV,	mercantile	rivalry
was an	important	motivation	of	Anglo-French	wars.	
(Crouzet 2008,	Wallerstein 1980…).	

– Each	nation	was	jealous	of	the	other’s	commercial	
success	and	the	British	believed	war	was	a	good	way	to	
curtail	them
• The	French	could	not	believe	it,	because	they	did	not	have	much	
naval	success



Introduction	(2)
• And	so	there	was	a	long	list	of	wars	between	
France	and	Britain.	The	main	ones	:
– War	of	the	Polish	Succession	(1733-1738)
– War	of	the	Austrian	Succession (1740(44)–1748)
– Seven	Years'	War (1756–1763)
– War	of	American	independence (1775(78)–83)
– French	Revolutionary	Wars (1792–1802)
– Napoleonic	Wars (1803–1815)



Total	French	trade and	Anglo-French	wars
note	:	inflation	was low before 1792



Peace-time	trends	of	French	total	trade



War and	Peace trends	of	French	total	trade



Introduction	(3)
• Question	of	this paper: how	come	the	pre-1792	
wars did not	have	a	lasting	effect on	French	
trade ?

• Why	do	we	care?
– Important	to	understand	the	effect	of	wars	in	general
– Important	to	understand	(and	contrast)	the	
geopolitical	history	of	the	18th and	19th century

– Important	to	understand	the	
globalization/deglobalization cycle	from	1490s	to	
1840s



Introduction	(4)
• What do	we know	about	the	effect of	wars?
• Most	of	the	work is on	the	19th	and	20th	century

– No	agreement	on	the	exact	effect,	but	most believe there
are	long-lasting	effects of	war (Blomberg &	Hess	(2004),	
Glick &	Taylor	(2005),	but	not	Barbieri	&	Levy	(1999)…)

• The	only	one	of	18th century	: Rahman	(2007)	
– O’Rourke	(2006)	has	remarked	on	the	importance	of	the	
Napoleonic	blockade	(mainly	price-based	evidence)

– Juhasz	(2014)	on the importance of	infant-industry
protecton effect of	the Napoleonic wars

– The	resilience	of	French	trade	has	been	remarked	by	
historians	(Riley	(1984))



Introduction	(5)
• Qualitative	knowledge on	the	role of	war

– The	resilience of	French	merchants is well known to	historians.	Strategies:
• Neutral carriers	were somewhat protected from British	predation on	the	sea.
• When necessary,	French	merchants could even hide their cargo	ownership behind a	

neutral partner.
• Or	they could move	to	neutral countries	and	operate from there (Marzagalli

(2016)).
– The	effect of	war on	trade itself is not	as	well known

• Maybe a	necessity to	the	functioning of	the	Éxclusif Colonial(Lespagnol
(1997);	Morineau (1997);	Marzagalli (2016)).
– Peacetime =>	large	trade imbalances between France	and	its Northern

European clients	for	colonial	goods
– Wartime =>	 large	service	income from Northern European merchants

who,	as	neutrals,	provided shipping	and	various trade services	to	the	
French	empire.

– The	quality of	the	available balance	of	payment data	is not	good	enough to	
test	that hypothesis.



Introduction	(6)
• What	do	we	add?

– We	distinguish	trade	with	neutrals,	allies	and	foes
– First	study	at	the	sectoral	level
– Focus	on	Hamburg,	which	was	neutral	during	the	period	
(double	check)	

• Outline
– Shall	we	trust	the	data?
– Neutrality	and	the	evolution	of	trade	with	Hamburg
– What	happened	to	trade	in	general?

• Conclusion
– Distinguishing	between	goods	is	very	important
– War	was	indeed	(very)	bad	for	entrepôt trade… but	not	so	
much	for	the	rest	before	the	Napoleonic	war	(Trafalgar?	
Blockade?	Continental	system?	New	treatment	of	neutrals?)



Shall we trust	the	data?	(1)
• Where do	the	data	come	from?

– French	data:	Bureau	de	la	Balance	du	commerce	(created
in	1713)
• Big administrative	change	in	the	1780s.	Continuity of	the	data	up	
to	1821,	with numerous gaps
– By	partner *	goods (from 250	to	3000	depending on	the	year)	*	ports	
(up	to	1789)

– Before 1749,	there is no	national	« by	goods »	data

– Hamburg is never a	partner by	itself in	French	data.
• Most	of	the	time,	part	of	« Nord»
• Sometimes part	of	« Villes	Hanséatiques»

– Hamburg:	import	toll registers between 1733-1798	(not	
all	years)
• This	has	a	number of	drawbacks	that I	will not	discuss today
• A	bit	surprising as	Hamburg reports	only 50%	of	its imports









Shall we trust	the	data?	(2)
• Do	they support	one	another?

– They both fit	Benford’s law
– They do	fit

• Both in	the	aggregate
• And	good-per-good	(sugar,	coffee,	eau-de-vie,	wine)

– Though we need imputation	for	that :	we do	not	have	national	
per-good	&	partner trade before 1750,	and	we are	missing some
years after that



Frequency of	the	first	digit



French	exports	to	Hamburg Nord
measured in	Hamburg or	in	France	(1787	=	1)



Shall we trust	the	data	(3)	Imputation
• We	use	an	analog to	the	«repeated sales	method »

• That	method is used to	compute the	general price evolution of	
scarcely sold goods (art	products or	houses)

• It	works for	prices,	volumes,	values… I	will	explain	it	here	with	
values

• Exemple:
– Assume	that in	in	1735,	Marseilles exported 1,000,000	lt of	wine to	the	

Netherlands and	Bordeaux	10,000,000.
– If	the	1740	data	for	Marseilles is missing,	but	Bordeaux	is exporting

15,000,000…
» Our	“best	guess”	at	Marseilles’s exports is 15,000,000	

• The	central	hypothesis	is	that	:
– 𝑋#,%,&' = 𝐴. 𝑒,-./01-. 𝑒,2341#2. 𝑒,56(301#8/1,3149:;#)56

– We use	a	regression to	estimate the	A,	𝛼#, 𝛼%𝛼&' that «best»	fit	the	data
– And	then use	them to	compute missing observations	in	the	sample with

what is basically a	Rule of	Three







The	effect of	war on	French	exports	to	the	Nord

• Baseline	reggression
– 𝑋#,' = 𝑒>6. 𝑒,6./01. 𝑒?6. 𝑒@6?01A/01

– We then add war-specific fixed effects
– Only the	R&N	wars have	an	effect.	

• And	then we look	into categories of	goods
– Sugar,	coffee,	wine,	eau-de-vie

• They were chosen because they are	present in	the	
Hamburg database

– Sugar and	coffee	are	the	only ones to	be negatively
affected consistently by	wars.







Role of	neutrals (1)
• Three levels of	war on	enemy trade during maritime	wars

– Obviously,	enemy ships are	fair game
• So	one	would use	neutral ships

– Sometimes,	enemy cargos	on	neutral ships were faire	game
• So	one	would use	false	papers and	neutral pretend-owners

– Even more	rarely,	goods from enemy territory on	neutral ships,	with
neutral owners were fair game
• The	Neutral were not	happy	about	it

– During the	eighteenth-century,	there are	many conflicts on	what is
allowed or	not,	basically between the	British	and	Neutrals

• Mercantilist wars
– War of	Austrian Succession

• The	British	did not	fight neutral trade very strongly
– Seven Year War

• 1756	:	 Rule of	the	War of	1756	and	the	Doctrine	of	Continuous Voyage
• The	British	claimed the	right	to	seize	neutral shipping	to	look	for	contraband and	

excercised it
– War of	American	Revolution

• Idem,	but	the	League	of	Armed Neutrality (1780)	was more	or	less respected



Role on	neutrals (2)
• Revolutionary and	Napoleonic wars

– Very soon in	1793,	most British	goods were prohibited in	France.	The	
British	side adopted a	policy of	blockading the	coast of	France.

– Both took action	vs	neutral shipping
– 1794:	League	of	Armed Neutrality between Danmark and	Sweden

• They agreed to	provide naval	protection	to	their shipping
– Late 1800: They are	joined by	Russia and	Prussia.

• The	British	blockaded them (not	Prussia)	and	bombed Copenhague	to	end	the	
League	in	1801

– Decembre 1806:	Berlin	decree.
• Prohibition	of	all	British	goods and	ships coming directly from Britain or	her

colonies	were to	be turned away from French	ports
• Througout Napoleonic Europe	(including Russia,	Prussia,	Portugal,	Denmark in	1807	

and	Sweden in	1810)
– November 1807	neutrals would have	to	put	into British	ports	if	they

wanted to	ship goods to	France
– Napoleon retaliated by	declaring that any neutral ship putting	into a	British	

port	was fair prize,	and	could be seized.
– Embargo	Act /	non-Intercourse	Act :	the	US	move	to	autarcy for	14	months
– The	system	starts unravelling in	1810	(Russia out)



The	effect of	war on	French	exports	in	general
• We will now move	to	French	trade in	general

– Same exercice,	except we interact war variables	with war
status (foe,	allied (including colonies),	neutral)
• This	is more	compex,	as	the	war status is not	constant	through time

– We look	both at	the	level effect and	the	trend	effect
– The	neutrals are	mostly unscathed before 1793

• How	can we go	further ?
– Look	at	good	specific exports
– Eyeballing is not	my favorite	data	analysis tool,	but	I	will	try	
that…
• Plantation	exports	are	disrupted by	every war (duh)

– Recovery is usually very fast,	except after 1814
• Manufactures	and	raw materials are	less affected

– And	the	same for	all	wars
• The	one	that differs seems to	be European foodstuff (mainly wine,	but	
also Mediterranean products)

– All	this needs to	be formalized.



War effect on	bilateral per	good	
trade









Conclusion
• What have	we done?

– Presented the	data
– Qualified effects of	war on	Franco-Nord/Hamburg trade
– Qualified effects of	war in	general

• What was happening?
– French	trade was resilient to	war

• Neutral trade played a	big role in	that
– Neutral trade could not	play this role anymore in	the	1800s

• Historian knew all	of	that before
– European foodstuffs played a	special role in	that story

• That	must	be clarified (again a	sign that Northern Europe	is key	?)
• Is	that	interesting	?

– Suggests that mercantilist warfare by	itself is not	enough to	curtail trade
• You	need total	war with the	enemy and	to	extend the	scope	of	the	war
• That	is	a	bit	scarry

– The	continental	blocade was	not	the	only	thing	happening	in	the	1800s
• It	would	be	nice	to	«horse-race»	between	the	effect	of	the	loss	of	colonies	and	the	

end	of	neutral	trade
• We	are	not	sure	how	to	do	it
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